
Common canteen commitee 

Meeting

Meeting minutes

Date/Time/Room 31.05.2019, 08:15-09:15am, C2.36

Participants: Deutsche Schule Shanghai Hongqiao
Tino Stöveken (
Lisa Pfau (teacher) 
Iris Kaiser (parent)
Christina Lulu (parent)
Alina Miericke (student)

Lycé français de Shanghai
Gatien Delame
Thomas Yvon
Angélique COREAU 
Santa LORENZONI
Jieyi HUANG 
Tiffanie LABORIE-BOUSQUET 
Lola BARON 

Chartwells
Marta Lopez
Raphael Vetri
Ray Ge
Oscar Beltran

Excused participants: -

Meeting minutes and date Tino Stöveken, 18.06.2019

Recipients of minutes: participants as stated above

Subjects Whereabouts

1
Review of canteen and introduction of new staff

German and french school are welcome to introduce Oscar Beltran as upcoming new head chef at 
Eurocampus Qingpu in school year 2018/19. Oscar has been working in 2 international restaurants in 
Shanghai and is delighted to "bring some mediterranen flair" to the canteen.

Besides having a new culinary impulse both schools regret to miss Raphael Vetri and wish him all the 
best for his professional career in Shanghai.

Marta Lopez Camara recaps the upcoming changes in the canteen as well as new equipment in the 
kitchen.

Chartwells ensures high hygenic and work safety standards to match official chinese regulations as well 
as the wellbeing of students, staff and guests. 

-

2 Green sustainability
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2 Green sustainability

DSS and LfS representatives of both environmental (parents`) councils present their project of 
abolishing paper cups (excepted for gym and pool) from school-year 2019/20 on. The project has been 
validated by both school management boards respective principals and is supported by the common 
canteen commitee.

A second project to reduce the amount of plastic cuttlery and chinaware in the canteen is discussed 
and postponed until Chartwells can provide decent data on the cost of exchanging plastic with metal 
and plastic plates with ceramic/porcellan plates. In addition the change of trays used for the set-menus 
is discussed to avoid rubbing of plastic particles.

3 Veggie Day

After an intesne discussion all participants conclude that there has been a major misunderstanding or 
interpretation of the first attempt of a Veggie Day at Eurocampus Qingpu. 

In order to start a second attempt all participants agree mutually to introduce a Veggie Day on 
Wednesday 19.06.2019 as a test for possible weekly vegetarian days. As agreed the set-menu will still 
include meat, but neither salad- nor sandwich-bar. 

In order to provide decent data as a basis for further discussions it is agreed to ask for 3 x tests of a 
Veggie Day to assess the interest, critics, ideas or complaints by students, staff and guests. 

DSS management board already gave green light so both student councils have to wait for LfS approval.
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